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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dahiya_doctrine 

The Dahiya doctrine is a military strategy put 

forth by the Israeli general Gadi Eizenkot that 

pertains to asymmetric warfare in an urban 

setting, in which the army deliberately targets 

civilian infrastructure, as a means of inducing 

suffering for the civilian population, thereby 

establishing deterrence. The doctrine is named 

after a southern suburb in Beirut with large 

apartment buildings which were flattened by the 

Israel Defense Forces (IDF) during the 2006 

Lebanon War. Israel has been accused of 

implementing the strategy during the Gaza War. 



The  

GAZA STRIP today 

(600 square  

Kilometers,  

1,8 mil. inhabitants) 

The GAZA STRIP 
after UN partition 
plan of 1947 
(2400 square 
kilometers)  

Occupied by the 
Zionists in 1948 

Occupied by 
the Zionists in 
1948 before 
the war 

Negev 

Egypt 

Palestinians 
refugees of 
1948 



No mans land 

No mans land 

No mans land 

Philadelfia 

korridor 

http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Gaza_strip 



Gaza Strip: the israeli destructions and massacres has a long tradition. 
Image: destructions in Rafah city and Rafah refugee camp on November 1956 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rafah_massacre 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khan_Yunis_massacre 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaza_Strip#1948_All-Palestine_government 

Bureij refugee camp, Gaza Strip, Augst 28, 1953,  40 civilians where killed by israeli Unit 101 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rafah_massacre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khan_Yunis_massacre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaza_Strip#1948_All-Palestine_government
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaza_Strip#1948_All-Palestine_government
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaza_Strip#1948_All-Palestine_government


November 1956  
The Israelis mistreating Arab civilians (reconstruction based on witness).  



22 octobre 2004:  

Operation Days of Penitence 
In a attac to the southern Gaza Strip the Israelis killed 107 persons. 430 were 

injured, 90 homes were destroyed, 675 palestinian were made homeless. 



Gaza City, 24 December 2007 



Operation “Cast lead” 

In 2009 Israel has 

uninterruptedly bombed 

the Gaza Strip during 3 

weeks from the sky, 

from earth and from the 

sea.   

Officially the 

bombardment was on 

retaliation to the shots 

of missiles from the 

Strip by Hamas, but in 

reality it was an electoral 

operation orchestrated 

by the executive 

members of the Kadima 

party, also favoured by 

the presidential 

elections void in the 

USA. 

 

http://temi.repubblica.it/limes/?s=le+carte+a+colori+di+Limes+1/09+Il+buio+oltre+Gaza
















Gaza 2009 







The barbarians arriving! 











Gaza 2009 : impact of a guided bomb 







































































15 January 2009: Food storage of the UNWRA / ONU  in Gaza 



15 January 2009: Food storage of the UNWRA / ONU  in Gaza 



















































They left the 

business card  





Around Jabalya 





























Infrastructures 

destruction: 

water pumping 

stations and 

wastewater 

basins 



The only storage facility for filling the bags of concrete of the Palestinians in 

Gaza was destroyed by the Israelis in January 2009 

Infrastructure 

destruction 



White phosphorus bombs 









White phosphorus bombs 



Burned by white phosphorus bombs 

  





Beit Lahia UNRWA school where the two children were killed in an Israeli artillery and white phosphorus attack on 17 January © AI 



















Islamic university 







12th January 2009 - School and mosque in Rafah, Gaza - Photos taken from UNRWA refugee shelters,  









Fisherman’s boat of Gaza destroyed by the Israelis 









Hospital bombing 





Al-Quds Hospital 



















Muhammad al-Hisoumi and his daughter Fayza were killed by the Israelis as they tended their land in the 

Gaza Strip last week, leaving behind a devastated family and a darkened house – 19 March 2012 



























Mosque in Rafah 



Mosque in Rafah 

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/50/14_-_Destroyed_mosque.jpg


Cimitery 



Farm 



Chiken farm of Gaza destroyed by the israeli bulldozer 



Sistematically destruction of  the industry sites of the palestinian in the Gaza Strip. 







Abu 'Aisha 

family house, 

bombed on 5 

January 2009 

© AI 

























Window with sight to the destruction 











Their school was destroyed 





In this house the israelis locked up the al-Samouni family and then they  bombed the house, 

killing 29 members of this family. Now the survivors are camping in the rubble and they reported 

the crime to the International Criminal Court. 







I had a home… 









The white shells are white phosphorus bombs 



The heavy artillery projectile case is MADE in the USA: of course! 



The missile is MADE in the US: of course! 
(Amnesty international report) 



The darts thrown by Israeli cluster bombs indiscriminately and 

seriously wound 

 



Homeless 

















I had a house… 















Reconstruction material is prohibited from entering 

Gaza, so mud bricks are used instead 



The only one escape route: the smuggle tunnels between Rafah and Egypt  

 



The Israelis are observing the war as it is a spectacle. 



Gaza 2009 : 

 

1455 Palestinians killed  

18     Israeli killed 

 

6000 Palestinian injured, many shall remain                

disabled persons 

 

5000 homes / constructions destroyed   

 

7000 hectares of cultivated ground destroyed 

 



Even after «Cast lead» the destructions continues: 21 april 2011 



Bombing no stop : northern of Gaza Strip March 2011 



Muhammad al-Hisoumi and his daughter Fayza were killed by the Israelis as they tended their land in the 

Gaza Strip last week, leaving behind a devastated family and a darkened house – March 2012 



Gaza, february 2009  

They have to leave with a heavy heart. 





Break the siege of Gaza 



Richard Goldstone and his commission 

delivered his rapport to the Human Rights 

Council of the UN on  29 September 2009 

 



UNITED NATIONS Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs occupied Palestinian territory 

 

FIVE YEARS OF BLOCKADE: THE HUMANITARIAN SITUATION IN THE GAZA STRIP , JUNE 2012 

 The intensified blockade on the Gaza Strip imposed on June 2007 is beginning its sixth year 

- Gaza is one of the most densely populated regions in the world (over 4,500 people per sq. km). 

- 34% of Gaza’s workforce, including over half its youth, is unemployed. 

- 44% of Gazans are food insecure and about 80% are aid recipients. 

- 2011, the GDP per capita was almost 17% below the equivalent figure in 2005, before the last  

 Palestinian elections. 

- In 2011 less than one truckload of goods per day exited Gaza, less than 3% the average amount of             

 exports during the first half of 2007. 

- 35% of Gaza’s farmland and 85% of its fishing waters are totally or partially inaccessible due to                          

 Israeli imposed restrictions. 

- Since June 2010, 73% of UN reconstruction projects submitted to the Israeli authorities have been 

 approved; dozens of other projects have been pending approval for an average of 18 months. 

- A severe fuel and electricity shortage results in outages of up to 12 hours a day. 

- Some 90 million litres of untreated and partially treated sewage are dumped in the sea each day. 

- Over 90% of the water from the Gaza aquifer is unsafe for human consumption without treatment. 

- 85% of schools in Gaza run on double shifts. 

- Some 71,000 new housing units are required to cover current housing needs. 

- Since the intensification of the blockade in 2007, at least 172 Palestinian civilians have been killed                          

 and 318 injured while working in tunnels between Gaza and Egypt. 

- During this period, nearly 2,300 Palestinians have been killed and 7,700 injured by Israeli forces,                         

 about two thirds of them during the “Cast Lead” offensive. Over a quarter (27%) of all Palestinian              

 fatalities were women and children. 

- Since June 2007, 37 Israelis have been killed and 380 injured in attacks launched from Gaza, 40% of 

 whom were civilians. 



The drawings of the children of Gaza 





November 2012: Israel is again bombing Gaza.                           Operation Pillar of Cloud   



GAZA - November 2012: Operation Pillar of Cloud  

This was the the ministry of Interior of Gaza 



GAZA - November 2012: Operation Pillar of Cloud  

The family      

Al Dalu          

(10 family 

members      

and 2 

neighbors)   

was 

completely 

exterminated 



GAZA – November 2012: Operation Pillar of Cloud  



GAZA – November 2012: 
Operation Pillar of Cloud  

The 10 novembrer 2012 

Israel bombed the fooball 

stadium of Gaza city.                                                                

Four youth playing football 

where killed. 



GAZA – November 2012: Operation Pillar of Cloud  

A pedestrian bridge destroyed by Israeli air strikes in the             

Al Mughraqa area of the Gaza Strip 

The sole dentist clinic for a community of poor fishermen on the 

Gaza  coast, now destroyed  by israeli air strikes near Khan Yunis. 
A Israeli missiles struck this house in the Al Zeitoun 

neighborhood of Gaza City 

18 November 



GAZA – November 2012: 
Operation Pillar of Cloud  

November 2012, Nusseirat Camp, 

what remains of  the house of the 

family Al Da’slees 

Gaza, 28 October 2013, 
bombed olive grove 



GAZA – November 2012: Operation Pillar of Cloud  

A bombed-out residential building in the Al-Zeitoun 

neighborhood of Gaza City. 

The roof of this house was destroyed by debris thrown into the 

air by Israeli bombings in the Al Shoja'iya area of Gaza City. 

The Abu Khadra complex for civil adminstration, completely 

destroyed by Israeli air strikes in Gaza City. 

A government employee searches for important documents in the remains  amid 

the rubble of the Palestinian National Authority Council of Ministers building. 



GAZA – November 2012: Operation Pillar of Cloud  



For Israel even the disabled people is dangerous             For Israel this is very dangerous people!... 

GAZA – November 2012: Operation Pillar of Cloud  

The media 

TV center 

bombed by 

the IDF  

 3 

«dangerous» 

journalists 

where killed 



GAZA – November 2012: Operation Pillar of Cloud  

Israeli victimes by the palestinians rokets: killed 5 , wounded about 12, small damages 

Palestinians victimes: 
Killed: about 161, including  71 civilians (more than 40 children, 11 women, 19 senior citizen)  
Wounded:  about 1200 (about 400 children, 270 women and senior citizen) , enormous destructions 

IDF Hamas 





Israel is still bombing Gaza: December 26, 2013. Two Palestinian - one 4 years old girl and a 18 year old men – where  killed. 



December 2013: enormous flooding in Gaza city because the rain, because the opening of the digs by Israel 

and the waste water going to the streets because no electricity for the pumps because Israel stops the transit of oil for the electric power plant. 



June 2014 
The Israelis bombed a car 
painting shop, several 
factories and some farms.  
In the Gaza Strip 
bombings are frequent 
and each time the 
damage are amounting  
to several million dollars.  

Off corse: 
US 



 July 2014: Operation “Protective Edge” 



Rafah Gaza Strip July 2014: bombing non stop 



Gaza strip , July  08,  2014 

Operation “Protective Edge” 



On the hills of Sderot heartless Israeli     

enjoy the spectacle of the bombing of Gaza 
The reality at the other site 



Gaza Strip, 09.07 2014 



Gaza, 09.07 2014 



Gaza Strip, 09.07.2014 

A residential building 

before and after 

“renovation”                             

done by Israelis 



A 12 flor residential building destroyed 



Gaza’s Ark: the end of a hope 



Again They are ready to 
make the Gaza Strip in to 
a hell. 
 
13.07 2013 - 05.30:  
Israeli troops enter  
Gaza Strip for some hours 



IDF Ground 

Offensive                  

in Gaza                       

July 2014 



July 2014: Gaza is burning 



July 2014 



Gaza Strip, July 2014 



Gaza Strip, July 2014 



Gaza Strip, July 2014: Israel has destroyed more than 50 mosques 



Gaza Strip, July 2014, mass arrest 

Gaza Strip, July 2014, mass destructions 

Gaza Strip, July 13, 2014: mass killing 



Gaza Strip, before July 2014 



Gaza Strip, July 2014: after being «visited» by Israelis 



Beit Hanoun,  ougst 2014 – before and after 





End of July 2014 - Israel imposes a buffer zone 3 km large: 
the Gaza Strip prison  shrinks 



The destructions by bombing and bulldozing 



Bombing, Bombing, Bombing 





This was a mosque 

This was a factory of construction 

materials. The Israelis have destroyed 

four factories like this one. Now the 

reconstruction of Gaza is very difficult 

and many workers have lost their jobs.  





A tower was hit: because it happened in 
Gaza, for the world this is not important 

The sad shadow over the Gaza Strip 





This building was probably hit by a implosion bomb  





http://www.kolor.com/virtual-tours/20140818-kolor-lewis-whyld/ 



2014 - The Palestinians of Gaza have to scape, again and again.  But…where can they go? 



August 20, 2014  After some ceasefires the bombings 

continues. Now the victims are about 2000. 





Looking for the home 



A banner hangs from the rubble of Al Wafa Hospital in the Shujayea neighborhood, which was heavily 

attacked during the latest Israeli offensive. The Israeli military completely destroyed the Al Wafa Rehabilitation 

and Geriatric Hospital on July 23, 2014, after weeks of missile strikes forced the evacuation of patients, 

caregivers and hospital staff. 

  
Photo taken on September 4, 2014. (Activestills.org) — con Ejaz Ali Mirza 



The destroyed El Wafa Hospital viewed from space. 
All around is also destroyed. 

Greenhouse destroyed in Gaza by israeli bulldozers 



Razed areas 



August 2014  

The Government of Turkey has provided  

an electricity generator 







They recuperates what can be 







The Islamic 

University of Gaza, 

 

before and after… 







GAZA 2014: operation “Protective Edge” 





GAZA 2014 : life goes on 



GAZA: life goes on 

Roma, Italy Gaza Strip 



People collect drinking water in Khuzaa, Gaza 





emergency butchery 





November 2013 

Israel is strangling Gaza 

Waste water on the streets of Gaza City 

No fishing for palestinians  



END 


